INTRODUCTION
Let Q u Q 2 be two connectée bounded domains of M" with smooth boundaries, located as shown m figure 1. We also consider the " total domain " We consider the following stiff problem :
Problem P e : Find two functions of (t, x), defmed on (-oo, oo) x Q : The integro-differential operator which acts on the domain üj has the same characteristics as the one used by Dafermos in his papers on viscoeiasticity (See Dafermos [2, 3 and 4] ).
In § 1, the problem is reduced to the theory of contraction semigroups in Hubert spaces, using the method of Dafermos [4] . Furthermore, following Lions [5] , some results on the existence of a regular asymptotic expansion are given. Section 2 is devoted to study the spectrum of the problem P t , It is well known that the eigenvalues Ç are related to solutions of the foliowing form ;
u(x, t) = u(x) e~î e. steady solutions of exponential type.
This study is carried out using a modifîed version of Lobo-Sanchez's method [7] , It is shown that there is a double convergence of the eigenvalues of the problem P t , when B -* 0 + , to the eigenvalues of two related problems. The first of these two problems, satisfying a Neumann type condition, shows a viscoelastic behaviour on the domain Q v The other problem, satisfying a Dirichlet condition, exhibits a merely elastic behaviour on the domain Û 2 .
Similar problems without the integro-differential term have been studied by Lions [5] and their spectral study has been carried out by Lobo-Sanchez [7] .
EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF THE SOLUTION. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION
In the sequel, we shalî assume that the influence function g : U + -> IR satisfies :
as well as the following exponential majorization :
X x e'** ^ 0(9 ^ X 2 e-* X 1 ,X 2 ,n>0.
(1.2)
Existence and uniqueness of the solution
Following the method used by Dafermos [4] , it is possible to reduce the problem JP £ to the theory of contraction semigroups in Hubert spaces. So, by making the following change of variable : t -% = Ç, and introducing the auxiliar variables v = w' and w(t, 9 = u(t -9 ~~ w (4 which sums up the history of % we can formulate the following equivalent problem : % \a 2 = <t >o » t>o In, = <l>'(0), ^o ln 2 = <t>i and w 0 © = c|>(-9 -<|>(Q).
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endowed with the inner product : where ^4 e G L(^Q(Q), /f~1(Q)) is the operator associated with the form :
and A e L{H^(Çl l9 T o \ H' 1 (Q)) is the one associated with the form :
Jo,
Finally, the domain of sé z is : 
Jn 2
The previous choice of the space H E and the définition of the operator sé z allow us to prove the following proposition, using already known results (see Brezis [1] and other authors). PROPOSITION 
1.1:
The operator -stf e is the infinitésimal generator of a contraction semigroup { T s (t) } t^0 that allows us to obtain the unique solution of the problem (1.3).
Asymptotic expansion
Let us dénote by w 1 (resp. u 2 ) the restriction of u to Q 1 (resp. Q 2 ). The search for an asymptotic expansion of the form :
leads us, by formai substitution in the variational formulation of the problem P £ , to obtain coupled équations. These équations, independent of £, allow us to calculate the terms of the above expansion (1.10). In short, the functions iJ[ (resp. w^X restriction of «* to Q 1 (resp. Q 2 ), are the solution of :
Case k = -1 : w~x is the solution of the problem :
On the other hand, w 2 x is the solution of :
-Au" On the other hand, the restrictions to Q 2 are the solutions of :
As we progress in the actual calculation of the terms of the expansion it becomes, as it is usual, increasingly difficult to establish the sufficient conditions to justify the calculations. In fact, it is only possible to calculate the term ü~x and the restriction to Q 1 of the term u°. The lack of regularity results prevents us from going on. It can be shown that, under convenient regularity hypotheses, this asymptotic expansion is rigorous. Through similar procedures to those used by Lions [5] , we can prove the following proposition. 
SPECTRAL STUDY
The study of the convergence of the restrictions of u e to each domain Qî = 1, 2 may be described in terms of two associated operators A x and A 2 , closely related to sé z . with the form :
Location of the spectra of
Finally, the domain of A l is :
The operator ^i, studied by Lobo [6] , has a résolvent set p{A x ) containing the whole semiplane Re r| < 0 and the points of the strip 0 < Re r] < JJI/2 which satisfy :
where the b\, which belong to the A spectrum, form an unbounded séquence of real positive numbers. On the other hand, A x has a point spectrum a p (^4 x ) formed by the points of the above mentioned strip which do not satisfy the inequality (2.3). lts residual spectrum G R (A^) is the semiplane Rer| ^ JLI/2.
b) The operator A 2 The operator A 2 from H*(Q 2 ) x L 2 (Q 2 ) into itself is defined by :
A t u, [;; (2 4)
where A e L(i/J(Q 2 ), i/" 1 (Q 2 )) is associated with the form :
a : (w, i?) e H£(n 2 ) x [
As it is well known, A 2 is a skew selfadjoint operator whose spectrum consists of the points + id k such that { d£ } form the spectrum of A.
c) The operator sé z Now, let us study the location of the spectrum of the operator sé z . Proof: First, because of proposition 1.1, the whole semiplane Rer| < 0 is contained in the résolvent set.
On the other hand, the discussion on the eigenvalue problem allows us to assert that the third component w of the eigenvector U must have the form :
where u is the first component of U. A necessary condition for w to belong to L g 2 (0, oo ; H£(Q V T o )) is that Re r| < u/2, thus the point spectrum is contained in the strip O ^ Re r| < u/2.
Finally, in a similar way, it can easily be shown that if Re r| ^ u/2 then r| belongs to the residual spectrum.
Existence of eigenvalues of the operator jé z
Now, let us discuss an equivalent formulation of the eigenvalue problem that allow us to proof the existence of eigenvalues of the operator sé z when s is sufficiently smalL Moreover, we proof that the eigenvalues of A x and A 2 are accumulation points of the eigenvalues of sé z i.e. it is possible to obtain a séquence { Ç E }, so that Ç £ is an eigenvalue of sé z and the séquence { Ç £ } converges to Ç when 8 -» 0 + , where Ç is an eigenvalue of A x or A 2 .
Let us write the eigenvalue problem :
Find rj e C and U = (u, v, w) e D{sé z \ U ^ O such that :
If we obtain v from (2.6) and substitute into (2.8), we can assert that w is the solution of :
As a conséquence, w has the following form :
Now, the substitution of v and w into (2.7) allow us to obtain the following equivalent eigenvalue problem :
Find Ti e C and u e H£(Q) 9 u # 0 such that : 
(Q e^ d^ by G(y\).
pCO -ö©Ĵ o In order to solve the problem (2.11), we use a modified version of the method of expansion in powers of e used by Lobo-Sanchez [7] .
In this way, the following problem is considered : Let be F e L 2 (Q). Find u z e H$(Q\ depending on r| and F, such that :
First, let us find and asymptotic expansion of the kind : 
Since r| G p^J, -ïl 2 belongs to the résolvent set of the above problem, therefore w^1 = 0.
On the other hand, if in the équation (2.19) we take v e HQ(Q) such that v = 0 in Q l5 wj l is the solution of the following problem :
Since r| e p(A 2 \ -r| 2 belongs to the résolvent set of the Laplace operator with homogeneous boundary conditions, therefore u 2 1 e H£(Çl 2 ) n H 2 (Ç1 2 ) and is holomorphic. Moreover, u 2 1 satisfies :
where C_ x is a continuous function of r\. In short, w~x is holomorphic and satisfies :
Now, using the équation (2.19) we obtain that MJ is the solution of :
•4h-0. «(1)^-^ on F,.
As a conséquence of the previous calculation of u 2 In a similar way, we obtain that u 2 is the solution of the problem : Proof: Since K is a compact set and the fonctions C_ ls C o and C t are continuous, they are bounded.
Thus :
I e" u-(Ti) '
As a conséquence, if s < l/k the conclusion follows. Now the principal resuit of this paper is stated. 
